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PROJECT ENVIRONMENT 

International Center for Protection and Promotion of Women Rights "La Strada" is situated in 

the capital of Moldova – Chisinau. Chisinau is the main administrative, economic, scientific 

and cultural centre of Moldova. The city has just over 700,000 inhabitants and the whole 

metropolitan area is roughly one million inhabitants. In terms of number of inhabitants, 

Chisinau is the largest city of the country. Chisinau is divided in five administrative sectors; 

Botanica, Buiucani, Center, Ciocana and Riscani. It is often referred to as the greenest city in 

Europe due to the high proportion of well maintained green spaces. "LA Strada" has a middle 

size office, where everyone has a working place and a special working place for volunteers 

with access to materials, Internet, etc. The office is easy to access from any district of 

Chisinau, and it's located in a walking distance from the main historical and cultural points of 

Chisinau, what wil let volunteer explore the city on its way to the Centre. In every district of 

Chisinau there is access to city transportation, shopping centres, hospitals, banks, police 

units, post offices, sport clubs, cafes and restaurants, night clubs. In Chisinau the volunteers 

can benefit from a wide range of low budget-free time activities, for example students' cafes, 

informational centres with free access to libraries and Internet, alternative art clubs and 

houses.  

 

Volunteer will live in a host family or volunteer's flat with shared kitchen, toilet and 

bathroom. Also volunteer will have access to the land line phone in their accommodation. 

Internet can be accessed in the internet cafes and wifi spots in the city, also some volunteer 

flats have internet access at individual basis. Depending on the district of the city where 

volunteer will live he/she can reach the center by foot or by public transportation. Volunteer 

will receive pocket money, food and local transportation allowances from ADVIT Moldova, our 

"contact point for EVS". Normally upon arrival, a volunteer is picked up by the mentor and is 

brought to the place of the accommodation. For better adaptation ADVIT provides volunteer 

with on-arrival orientation, volunteer receive map of the city, dictionary, intensive language 

course and are enrolled to on-arrival training. ADVIT also arranges first meeting at the 

Center in order to get to know the Centre, staff, beneficiaries, activities also to discuss rights 

and responsibilities of the volunteer and the schedule of volunteer's working week.  

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR EVS VOLUNTEERS 

Volunteers will be mostly engaged in the Anti-Trafficking Peer to Peer Educators Programme 

(PEEE). The PEEE program was started in 2004, since the beginning of "La Strada" Center 

activities, there were several trainers who were going in the areas to conduct information 

sessions for young people, as a result, the large number of requests led to the creation of 

the "Peer to Peer Educators Program". PEEE is part of the of the Resource Center whose 

mission is to ensure transparency of the information system via providing large access to the 



information for the potential migrants, including the liaison with the clients into the 

information sources through direct and indirect support. 

 

Almost any activity requests the involvement of volunteers, whether it's for certain events 

(trainings, conferences, seminars, etc.) or activities of the peer to peer educators. The role 

of volunteer will be to support the local volunteer coordinator to realize of social initiatives in 

the above mentioned programme. The host organization offers the possibility to gain 

knowledge and skills in the design, implementation, and marketing of social initiatives such 

as: finance, promotion, technical assistance. The volunteer's task could be different 

depending on ability and willingness to engage:  

1. Helping in organizing social projects with local volunteers: organization, monitoring, 

perform photographic documentation,... 

MOTIVATION AND EVS EXPERIENCE 

We would like to give volunteers the possibility to integrate into a foreign community, get to 

know a foreign culture, learn about it, be member of the staff of the host organisation, bring 

new ideas into their work, be more independent, learn about themselves, develop their 

languages skills, gain work experiences which could be very useful later both in home and 

abroad, learn through non-formal learning process.  

We already had one EVS volunteer, hosted in La Strada. with the help of ADVIT Moldova, our 

"contact point for EVS" Besides we have a big team of local volunteers in Chisinau and a 

national network of volunteers in different regional centres of Moldova. We really welcome 

the EVS volunteers because we strongly believe both La Strada and the local community La 

Strada is working with will benefit from volunteer's work. We believe our Centre will learn 

new methods of work by exchanging the work experiences with EU volunteers, will get new 

ideas and fresh visions on different issues, will gain an intercultural experience, our local 

volunteers and the community will discover the other cultures, will enrich their cultural and 

European awareness, will practice foreign languages and will make new friendships with 

people coming from outside of Moldova, what will positively influence of the general 

development and learning of our local community. We believe that the EVS volunteer coming 

from a different country from EU will serve as a good example for many other young people; 

he/she will inspire them to do useful things for their communities by local volunteering. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANISATION 

The International Center "La Strada" is a part of the international network of Prevention of 

Trafficking in Women in Central and Eastern Europe that includes 9 organizations in 9 

countries (that are the origin countries as well as the destination one) implementing the La 

Strada Program Prevention of Traffic in Women in Central and Eastern Europe (The 

Netherlands, Poland, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Republic of Moldova, Byelorussia, 

Macedonia, Bosnia & Herzegovina).  

 

Being founded in 2001, the International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion 

"La Strada", has imposed in the Republic of Moldova' social life and for now possess an 

unique experience and competence in following areas of work: 



- Prevention of Domestic Violence  

- Prevention of human trafficking  

- On-line safety and commercial sexual exploitation of children. 

 

Also we are involved in different prevention program that: 

- Educate the potential migrants with regard to migration and danger of human trafficking  

- Optimize the national resources for traffic prevention  

- Facilitate the access to quality based and secure assistance  

- Optimize the services provided to the victims of trafficking  

- Monitor of the situation in Moldova in the field of trafficking of human beings, commercial 

sexual exploitation of children and domestic violence 

- Provide assistance to the national decision factors with elaboration of anti-traffic strategies. 

 

Local volunteers along with EVS volunteers are involved in the following activities: 

- Seminars in schools and universities once/twice per week on prevention of human 

trafficking, physical abuse  

- Flash mobs to raise public awareness on prevention and combating of human trafficking, 

physical abuse through the course of the year 

- Social Campaigns through the course of the year 

- Organizing competitions for pupils who study in orphanages through the course of the year 

 

We have 14 full staff members and 27 local volunteers in Chisinau. We work with children, 

youth and adults depending on the topic from urban and rural areas, in Chisinau and all 

around Moldova. 

 


